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About This Game

Floor Plan is a puzzle adventure game that takes place entirely inside an elevator. Go floor to floor, find items, and meet a
bizarre cast of characters. Discover relations 5d3b920ae0
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Fun puzzle game/experience for VR. Short but sweet. Recommend for the price.. Floor Plan is a puzzle title thats a similar to
the point&click games from the yesteryears . In this game, your role is to collect all of the astronaut suits. To do so, you have to
do fetch quests between the floors. This can be played while seated or standing, as you can manipulate object by pulling them in
like magnet. There is no need to venture out of the elevator, its really just a mechanic to bring you to various places. The puzzles
are a little simple but entertaining, and there is also a hint button for the weak minded people like me. Floor Plan is one of those
shorter length title (45 mins for me to clear it), compensated by its cheap price tag.. This is a damned cute puzzle game! You do
actually hafto scratch your head on a couple of these puzzles (atleast I did heh) All very simple ideas but creative as well. Think
outside AND inside the box with this one. *HINT* If you like puzzle games, this one is one you should have a look at! Fair
price at full price.. This is a bizarre low-fi inventory puzzle game which uses the kind of logic you got in 80's point'n'click
games. There is an achievement for completing this in 10 minutes, but you'll get more out of it first time. You have 4 inventory
slots. You pick things and and try using them with other things. Agressively quirky. There are worse ways of spending your
time, especially if you can get a good deal on it.. I finished this ages ago and forgot to review it. That's a mistake - this was a
really good VR puzzler. I don't get around to finishing a lot of puzzlers, but I stuck this one out to the end. It's a pretty clever
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game for being stuck in an elevator the whole time.. Too short, but still awesome.. Worth the considerably low asking price
(especially on sale) for the expirience. You can tell the devs actually put alot of care and effort into the game.. 8/10 Fiendishly
difficult little puzzler. Excellent use of VR. At under 1 hour's playtime it is way way too short though. To the developers: Make
a full length game and I will be there.. This is a damned cute puzzle game! You do actually hafto scratch your head on a couple
of these puzzles (atleast I did heh) All very simple ideas but creative as well. Think outside AND inside the box with this one.
*HINT* If you like puzzle games, this one is one you should have a look at! Fair price at full price.. Cute, funny, innovative
puzzle for all ages. No motion sickness roomscale walking.
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